FLAGS ON TRACK:
Each flag has a very specific instruction that must be followed by all drivers.
Green Flag: When first shown at the start-finish line, it indicates a clear track
and start of the session.

Yellow Flag-Motionless: Be prepared to Slow Down ahead. There is a
dangerous condition on the course. The driver approaching the yellow flag is
NOT TO PASS until he is past the next station without a yellow flag.

Yellow Flag-Waving: Slow Down and be prepared to possibly Stop. There
is a serious or hazardous condition on the track directly in front of you
possibly in the middle of the track. The NO PASSING rule is in effect.

Yellow with Vertical Red Stripes: This is a surface condition flag. Proceed through this
area with caution. It could be oil has been spilled on the track, a slippery condition exists
or debris is present on the track. It could mean gravel, dirt, grass and could also mean
that rain is present in that area of the track or even an animal is in the vicinity.

Red Flag: Upon first seeing the RED FLAG, you MUST slow your vehicle quickly and
safely pulling slowly to the edge of the track and proceed to a location in sight of a corner
worker. Wait for further instructions. Stay in your vehicle with your helmet on. Corner
worker will eventually show a black or yellow flag most likely for you to proceed.

Blue Flag with Yellow Stripe: Check your mirrors as another driver
is approaching in a faster vehicle for a possible pass.

White Flag: There is an emergency/safety vehicle or slow moving car
on the track. Some tracks have a red cross on this white flag to
differentiate a safety vehicle from a slow vehicle.

Black Flag: This means exit the track at your first opportunity. An incident has occurred
and there has been a decision made to clear the track to get it cleaned up. If the flag is
furled and pointed at an individual driver, exit the track and talk to the people on the grid
regarding what you did or a problem with your vehicle.

Meatball Flag: Black with Orange dot in the middle. There is a mechanical problem
with YOUR car. Pull into the pits at next opportunity.

Checkered Flag: The session is over. It does not mean brake and it also does not mean
continue at high speed. Continue your lap cautiously to cool the car down and exit the
track.

